
Bug Hotel 

A bug hotel is a creative and natural way of supporting wildlife.  Following a suggestion by 

Chris O’Meara, the gardening group agreed that this would be a great addition to our climate 

change garden.  Basically, a bug hotel is a layered structure made of wood and garden 

materials that offers a sanctuary to insects that play an important role to our ecosystem and 

provide many benefits such as:- 

- Source of food for birds and bats; 

- Pollinating flowering plants and crops; 

- Predators to other garden pests like aphids; 

- Decomposition to make nutrient rich soil. 

Construction and Materials:- 

To promote sustainability, we will be using recycled and natural materials from the garden 

and have started collecting logs, wood shavings, bark, twigs, leaves, bamboo canes and 

terracotta pots. Good insect hotels should be built sturdy with a solid back and a roof to 

protect from the rain and the plan is to build our hotel using wooden pallets or make a 

purpose built frame that will incorporate different sections of shapes and sizes that will house 

varying materials so that bugs can choose the section that best suits them for egg laying and 

hibernation. These are some examples. 

 

 

Insect Habitats:- 

Piles of dead wood, logs, leaf litter are popular with hibernating and breeding insects such as 

beetles, wood lice and ladybirds.  Spiders will hide in cracks and crevices.  Solitary bees lay 

their eggs in tunnels, so we will be creating nesting tubes by drilling holes in a log and using 

the hollow tubes of garden canes. 



 

 

Maintenance:- 

Insect hotels can degrade naturally so it will be important for the gardening group, as part of 

the general maintenance of our climate change garden, to check the nesting sections to 

avoid build-up of mould, mites and parasites that can occur over time. 

The Children’s Gardening Group will have ‘Bug Hotel’ as a theme for their Autumn workshop 

so we are hoping that our Climate Change Garden Bug Hotel can be constructed by that 

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


